**Joint BLT/Facilities Council Meeting**

December 7 2015
3:30 to 5:00pm
LCC 07/212

**Attendees:** Alen Bahret, Bobby Kirkpatrick (student), Brian Kelly, Craig Taylor, Jennifer Hayward, Linda Schantol, Mariana Sofia Paredones (student), Michael Sims, Todd Smith

**Recorder:** Deborah Butler

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Bond Discussion** | Discussion: Categorization of Items  
• Eliminate “Exhaust/ventilation improvements for Compactor Room at DTC,” because it is likely that Facilities can do the improvement outside bond  
• Eliminate “Add 4th Floor Wall in DTC to Create Additional Usable Classroom,” because cost is probably less than $20k, so may not be a bond project  
• Add “Sustainability Center” Net Zero Building under Sustainability heading (some program components that wouldn’t be part of a bond project)  
• Add “fix roof leaks” under Infrastructure heading  
• Wastewater Treatment Plant: another option may be connection to municipal line, but that carries a political cost as well  
• Move “Electrical & Plumbing Upgrades to Chemistry Labs to Infrastructure heading  
• Added “Seismic Upgrades” to Safety, Security and ADA Upgrades  
• Eliminate “New” descriptor from 2-story Classroom space under Instructional Spaces heading  
• Added “Multipurpose Space” to Cottage Grove Center list, after Alen Bahret noted that tai chi and some other classes are being taught outside the existing center  |
| | Discussion: Key card/Access control upgrade  
• Would include not only system upgrade, but ongoing labor expenses to maintain  
• Coordination would be required from Convergint and all other involved vendors  |
| | Discussion: Downtown Projects  
• Existing, old DTC in Eugene would require between $500k and $1 million just to get up to code for basic use  |
| | Discussion: Child and Family Education Bus Stop |
• Could this be funded through transportation dollars?
• Would it be possible to run a small shuttle between the bus stop and Child & Family Education rather than build a new structure?

Student Identity Unions
• Spaces to organize, collaborate and meet in groups
• Group agreed that these spaces are important resources, and will follow up with Student Life and Leadership to determine whether there are unmet needs that should be handled by Facilities

Next Steps
• Facilities Council and BLT members were all given five each of Blue (first choice), Green (second choice), Yellow (more information needed) and Red (do not move forward). Individuals can place dots in any way they’d like—multiple dots on a single item is okay. Members attending both joint meetings are asked to post preferences only once.

Meeting Adjourned

Next Meeting December 8, 2015 2:30 – 4:30 LCC 07/212 (joint BLT & Facilities Council)